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Mason Delman lights Legally Blonde at NYU Skirball with Artiste Picasso™  
 
LED profile’s multifunctionality provides both flexibility and time efficiency 
 
Lighting designer Mason Delman lit an NYU Tisch School of the Arts production of Legally Blonde 
with Elation Artiste Picasso™ moving heads and praised the multi-functionality and responsiveness 
of the high-performance LED profile luminaire. 4Wall Entertainment in New York, with Al Ridella as 
key account manager, provided 10 Artiste Picasso fixtures for the Tisch New Theatre student 
organization production at the Skirball Center in November.  
 

  
 
Delman reached out to Elation and 4Wall in August looking for a profile fixture for the musical and 
quickly whittled it down to the Artiste Picasso or Artiste Monet. “This is a theatrical show and the 
Picasso fit in well. It was a bit smaller and we didn’t need the extra bells and whistles that the 
Monet has,” he said. “Being compact was convenient and better fit our needs.” 
 
At roughly 2 ½ hours, Legally Blonde is not a short, easy-to-light pop musical yet a fairly 
complicated show as Delman explains. “Most musicals that are adapted from movies are a bit more 
intricate than a show written for the stage because they tend to have many locations and quick 
scene jumps, even in a single number. That necessitated a fixture that could fulfill a number of 
roles.” 
 
On top of that, the designer says the schedule was extremely tight with only 12 hours of tech time 
and 6 hours for a dress rehearsal. “Because of that, we needed a fixture that could do what we 
needed it to do quickly and the Picasso fit the bill.” With speed of the essence, a feature of the 
Picasso that the designer says was a big time saver was the auto focus on the gobo wheels, as well 
as the fast zoom and ability to quickly call up saturated reds or blues using the CMY color mixing 
system and color wheel. “All of this led to speed, which was absolutely the name of the game in 
this case.”  



 
 
Part of Elation's award-winning Artiste series, the 23,000-lumen Artiste Picasso houses theatrically 
useful design features like graphics, animation wheel and framing. Ten Picasso units, spread across 
the 40-foot wide stage’s three staggered electrics, positioned and repositioned as required to 
create smooth transitions between moments.  
 
“In one number we had two of them focused on a table and another six doing individual special 
spots making shapes on the stage or table,” Delman says, “and then very quickly we had to have 
them in a nice wash for an outdoor scene. Within a few seconds they were back in place, gobo and 
color switched and ready to come back on for this backlight scene. The smooth transition of the 
zoom, iris, and color change was really nice. They were fast and it was nice to be able to trust that 
the fixtures would reset in time.” Used in every scene “in one way or another,” the Picasso’s 
multifunctionality provided both flexibility and time efficiency.  
 

 
 
Despite positioning at relatively low trim heights, Delman says the fixtures’ noise level was 
exceptionally low. “The space is pretty compressed but you could not hear the difference in the 
house whether the power on the Picassos was on or off. We had them on top of the band and 
behind the actors and we did not pick up any sound in our mics.” 
 
Tisch New Theatre is a unique, participatory theatre club open to all students that puts on one full-
scale musical each year. All NYU students campus-wide can take part in the production, giving 
performance students the opportunity to collaborate with students they would not normally work 
with. Legally Blonde ran from November 1-3 at the 850-seat Skirball Center for the Performing Arts, 
the largest theatre on the NYU campus.  



 
 
You can learn more about Tisch New Theatre at www.nyutischnewtheatre.com/  
You can learn more about Mason at www.masondelman.com  
 
About Elation Professional 
Based in California with facilities in Florida and Mexico City, as well as European offices in The Netherlands, Elation 
designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative lighting and video products known for its superior 
performance, excellent efficiency, and outstanding price:value ratio, all backed by a hard-earned reputation for Total 
Support. Through nearly three decades of intelligent lighting development, our mission has always been simple: to 
provide best-in-class products and service while offering the best value:performance ratio in the industry, helping show 
designers and producers achieve their vision. From discharge to LED, intelligent to conventional, Elation products 
continue to be a part of the industry’s most exciting projects across the globe and our list of references is always growing. 
We invite you to take a closer look at www.elationlighting.com  
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Elation Professional US 
6122 S. Eastern Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
USA 
Tel: (866) 245-6726 (toll free) 
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www.elationlighting.com  
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Av Santa Ana 30, 
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